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Game Review:   Elite Dangerous 
Maybe not so dangerous 

By: C.J. Walsh a.k.a. Jahlon 

 

I'd been waiting for Elite: Dangerous since the first time I heard about it.   I'm not usually really big 

into flight simulators, but any game that had the chance at satisfying the itch left in me over a decade 

ago.  The ability to fly my ship to one of any four billion (that’s right BILLION) star systems and get 

credit for being the best explorer known to man, that right there had appeal.  The ability to do some 

mining and make a little money or to do a mission or some other task for my faction, all these things 

sounded great.  

I bought my copy of E:D and started my download.  I’ve always been a big fan of tutorials, because 

let’s face it, who doesn’t like a little hands on help?  Then I saw that there is not only one tutorial, 

but a series of them.  Right off of the bat this looks like the kind of game that is going to help ease 

you into a fulfilling world.   Even in the tutorial, the graphics are beautiful and you really feel like 

you are in control of futuristic space craft.  The first few tutorials are easy and they gear up in 

difficulty as you progress forward.   By the last round of tutorial, your ship has endured a gauntlet of 

enemy ships and then you face a vastly superior opponent.  You finish the tutorials with this feel this 

game is going to be perfect. 

That feeling lasts for about an hour, and then the struggle begins. 

When you log into the game, you feel detached from your character.  Are you really a character or 

are you the spaceship?   This was something that I always felt in Eve until walking around in stations 

came about.  I do not like feeling that I am the spaceship.  I didn’t really feel like a person.  I know 

there are three distinct factions; however, am I even a member of one?  I’m not really sure.   Even 

today after logging quite a bit of flight time, I’m not sure if I am one or not.       

When I first logged in I wanted to be a miner so I could put a little money in my pocket.   Looking 

at the panels (which took me some amount of time to figure out) I couldn’t for the life of me figure 

out how to change my ship configuration.   For all the tutorials there were for me to figure out how 

to fly and fight, there wasn’t one for me to figure out everything else I needed to know.  

This leads me to the next part of game that I dislike:  I should not have to google something, go to 

another source for basic information about a game.   This goes for any game.  Tips on how to do it 

better.   Sure.   Tricks on how to make my life easier?   No problem.  Simply trying to figure out 

what I’m doing:  The game should teach me this itself.  Now, on the E: D website there are some 

tutorial YouTube videos for how to do these basic things.   Ok, is this cheating the system?  I don’t 

know, the game producer put the videos out and while the videos aren’t available inside the game, I 

suppose a detailed video manual on your own website could be considered an extended game 

manual.   
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In my first station, my starter station, there are a couple of missions I can pursue.   The first is for a 

faction that in red lettering says they don’t like me enough.  The other is illegal, not sure why I 

would want to do this at the beginning of my career. 

So, after struggling with several attempts to take off and land at an outpost (and why that wasn’t in 

the tutorial, since you can actually fly in backwards and not actually land) and incurring several fines 

for loitering, I finally cleared my save, and started over.  I successfully left my starting system, found 

a few Unknown Suns, and then after a successful google search on how to scan them, had some data 

I could sell.   I went to a station to try to sell that data but it tells me I need to travel 20 light years 

away.  

For the rest of the afternoon, I tried to get 20 light years away from the systems I had found, but 

due to the limitations on my starter ship, I couldn’t get far enough.   Each time I jumped it used fuel, 

and I did my math by the time I got 20 light years away I’d have lost money on the adventure. 

So there it was, I docked up my ship and walked away.  It was a great first adventure; however, it left 

me feeling empty.   It’s a brand new game that game with a decent purchase price, but I’m not sure I 

want to live with the frustration of feeling lost in space….literally.     

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 February 2016: 

I see there is some sort of expansion pack out for Elite Dangerous called Horizons.   Apparently it 

starts something called Planetary Landings.   This would normally be the sort of thing that draws me 

back to a game, but I have to say, sadly, that after my first run in with the game, I don’t even want to 

waste the time downloading the original to see if any improvements have been made.   
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